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Chapter 9

‘A Pious Fraud’: The Indian claims for

pre-Jennerian smallpox vaccination

Dominik Wujastyk

ONE OF THE GREATEST TRIUMPHS of medical science in recent times has been

the final eradication of smallpox. This was achieved through the widespread use of

vaccination, a procedure discovered and promoted by Edward Jenner (1749–1823),

whose name will forever be remembered as that of one of mankind’s foremost be-

nefactors. The discovery of vaccination was published by Jenner in 1798 in his

epoch-making book An inquiry into the causes and effects of the VariolæVaccinæ. The story

of Jenner’s discovery has often been told: in essence, his insight was as follows.

It was well known before Jenner’s time that inoculation against smallpox could

provide immunity to the disease. A person would be infected with the smallpox

virus, through a scratch in the skin, and after suffering a mild dose of the disease,

would be immune to further infection. Smallpox inoculation – this deliberate in-

fection of a person with a the smallpox virus – has a long and interesting history

in the Orient, and was brought to England from Constantinople by Lady Mary

Wortley Montague in 1717. Although effective, it was a dangerous and controver-

sial procedure, because the inoculated person could develop a more serious and

even lethal case of smallpox. It was also dangerous because the inoculated person,

even if suffering only a mild attack himself, was still very infectious to others. Thus,

unless the simultaneous inoculation of a whole locality could be coordinated, the

infection could spread inadvertently, causing a genuine epidemic.

Jenner’s unique contribution was to notice that a person inoculated with the

cow-pox virus, instead of smallpox, would develop a mild case of cow-pox, and re-

cover a few days later. But this person would then be immune to smallpox, although
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strangely not to cow-pox itself. Cow-pox was a harmless disease, whose symptoms

were a rash and a slight fever. It was commonly caught by milkmaids from spots on

the udders of cows. For this reason Jenner coined the term ‘vaccination,’ from the

Latin vacca, ‘a cow’. Since Jenner’s discovery, vaccination has spread all over the

world, giving today’s total freedom from the terrible scourge of smallpox.

Imagine, then, the astonishment of a doctor visiting Sri Lanka in late 1984

who, while browsing through the tourist brochures in his hotel room, came across

the following tidbit of medical history:1

The earliest documents of Indian medicine are found in the Vedas

(Books of Knowledge) compiled at least as early as 1000 B.C. To quote

one example of the precedent nature of this knowledge, cowherds on

the subcontinent were practising a kind of immunization against small-

pox long before Jenner – as the following text from the Book of Dhan-

wantari indicates:

“Take the fluid of the pock on the udder of the cow . . . upon the

point of a lancet, and lance with it the arms between the shoulders and

elbows until the blood appears; then, mixing the fluid with the blood,

the fever of a mild form of small pox will be produced.”

The passage cited quite clearly describes vaccination, as opposed to inoculation. If

true, it would seriously undermine Jenner’s historic reputation, and upturn one of

the most cherished facts in the history of medicine.

It might be tempting to dismiss the passage out of hand: after all, tourist bro-

chures are not famous for their verity. But the above citation is by no means the

first time pre-Jennerian vaccination has been claimed for India. The author of

the above passage also raised the same point at an international conference in Sri

Lanka in 1982,2 but the claims go back almost as far as vaccination itself, and fas-

cinating public debates on the subject took place between prominent physicians

in several newspapers and journals throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. The reason that so many eminent men allowed themselves to become

embroiled in the question is that from the earliest appearance of the claim it has

been accompanied by several quotations in the Sanskrit language, attributed to an

ancient medical author, clearly describing vaccination. Furthermore, these Sanskrit

1Personal communication from Dr W. Gordon (26/2/1985), whose experience this was. The

brochure in question is unfortunately no longer traceable, but Dr Gordon had the presence of mind

to copy out the passage cited, from an article by Sanjiva Wijesinghe.
2The Edinburgh College Conference. Personal communication (16/11/1982) from Profes-

sor C. B. Perry, Chairman of the Jenner Trust.
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passages appear in authoritative dictionaries and reference books, lending support

to the idea that vaccination is indeed part of India’s ancient science. What then

is the truth behind these claims, and how did the idea of pre-Jennerian smallpox

vaccination in India develop? Let us first trace the growth of the idea, and then

analyse the trustworthiness of its roots. Finally we shall speculate on some possible

reasons for the birth of the idea.

Calvi Virumbon and the Madras Courier of 1819

The main origin of the idea that vaccination was known to ancient Indian medicine

is a newspaper article which appeared in the Madras Courier on Tuesday January

12th 1819. Copies of this issue of the Madras Courier are almost unobtainable today.

After extensive searching a single damaged copy was located in the library of the

Asiatic Society of Bombay and, through the kindness of the Society’s librarian, a

microfilm copy of this is now deposited in the library of the Wellcome Institute in

London. The article in question, written as a letter to the editor, is signed ‘Calvi

Virumbon,’ and dated 2nd January 1819.

The author of the letter began with a discussion of what the ‘works in general

use among the Hindu Medical Practitioners’ had to say about spasmodic cholera,

an epidemic of which had recently afflicted Madras. Virumbon claimed that the

then modern treatment of that disease, ‘if not borrowed from the Hindus, is closely

correspondent with that indicated in their medical writing.’ He supported his claim

with quotations from Sanskrit, Tamil and Telugu texts, describing the preparation

of medicinal compounds to combat the symptoms of spasmodic cholera.3

After this discussion, Calvi Virumbon turned to the matter of smallpox

vaccination, which interests us here. His words, quoted in full, were as

follow:

As my examination of the Vaidya Sástras has been casual and may ne-

ver be repeated, I shall here notice a fact, which will add another to

3Virumbon said he was citing a work called Chintámani (i.e., Cintāman. i) by Dhanvantari, with a

Telugu commentary. The only works which might fit this description are the Yogacintāman. i attributed

to Dhanvantari in some manuscripts, e.g., Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune, India, MS

371/1882-83 (Descriptive catalogue of . . . manuscripts, xvi, no. 157) and Hars.akı̄rti’s Yogacintāman. i. No

copy of the former work was accessible to me, but the catalogue describes a short, undistinguished

work on āyurveda. Hars.akı̄rti’s work has many recensions, and the verses Virumbon quotes do not

appear in the editions available to me. Virumbon attributed the Tamil passages to one text called

Yugamuni Chintámani (probably Yūkimuni Cintāman. i – GJM), and another called Careisel-munmúru (pro-

bably Karical-munnūr
¯
u – GJM) which is attributed to Agastiyer (i.e., Agastya). He also referred to a

myth which ‘is to be read, either in Sanscrit or Tamil, in the Jayána-Vásish’tam.’
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the many proofs of the truth of the Wise man’s adage, that – “There

is nothing new under the Sun.” It is that the Inoculation for the Cow-

Pox was known of old time to the Hindu Medical writers. To sub-

stantiate this statement, it is necessary only to refer to the Sactéya Gran-

tham, attributed to Dhanwantari, and, therefore, undoubtedly an an-

cient composition. In this work, after describing nine several species of

the Small-pox, of which three (one, A´lábhi, being the confluent kind)

are declared incurable, the Author proceeds to lay down the rules for

the practice of inoculation; from this part the following extracts are ta-

ken, of the first of which the original is given in the English character

for the satisfaction of the Sanscrit Scholar, and of the other for the sake

of brevity translations only.

TEXT.

D,hénu stanya ma’súchı̀ va Naránàn cha ma’súchicà.

Taj jalam báhumúlàt cha `sastrán téna grı̈hitavàn.

Báhumúlè cha `sastráni rect’ òtpatti caráni cha.

Taj jalam recta militam spótaca jwara samb,havah.

Translation.

Take the fluid of the pock on the udder of a Cow, or on the arm

between the shoulder and elbow of a human subject, on the point of

a lancet, and lance with it the arms between the shoulders and elbow

until the blood appears; then mixing the fluid with the blood, the fever

of the Small-Pox will be produced.

Translation.

The Small-Pox produced by the fluid from the udder of a Cow,

(Góstany’ òdacam) will be of the same gentle nature as the original

disease, not attended by fear, nor requiring medicine; the diet may be

according to the pleasure of the patient, who may be inoculated once

only, or two, three, four, five, or six times. The pock when perfect

should be of a good colour, filled with a clear liquid, and surrounded

by a circle of red. There will, then, be no fear of the Small-Pox as

long as life endures. When inoculated with the fluid from the udder

of a Cow, some will have a slight fever for one day, two, or three days,

and with the fever there will sometimes be a slight cold fit. The fever

will, also be attended by a round swelling in the arm-pits and the other

symptoms of the Small-Pox, but all of a very mild nature. There will

be no danger, and the whole will disappear in three days.

I am, Sir,
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Your obedient servant,

Madras, 2d January, 1819. CALVI VIRUMBON.

Within months, Virumbon’s letter was reported in the Asiatic Journal, a London

publication, under the heading ‘Traces of vaccination in Hindoo medical writers’.4

The editor of the Asiatic Journal noted that the former part of Virumbon’s letter

‘contains a learned exposition of the spasmodic cholera . . . [which], though excee-

dingly curious, we cannot at present find room to insert. The subject incidentally

introduced merits all the prominence it will receive by being detached.’ Virumbon’s

passage concerning vaccination, as given above, was then reproduced in full, thus

bringing the news to Europe.

Two years after that, the report was cited as authoritative by Henri

Marie Husson in an article on vaccination in the Dictionaire des sciences

médicales, a major survey of the state of medical knowledge in France at

that time. Husson had the following to say about the history of vaccina-

tion:5

On vient de découvrir dans le Sancteya Grantham, ouvrage shanscrit,

attribué à d’Hauvantori, ouvrage, par conséquent, très-ancien, des

preuves que l’inoculation de la vaccine était connue des auteurs in-

dous, qui, dans les temps reculés, ont écrit sur la médecine. L’auteur

décrit neuf espèces de petites véroles, dont il reconnaı̂t que trois sont

incurables. Il indique les règles suivantes à observer pour l’inoculation:

“Prenez le fluide du bouton du pis d’une vache ou du bras d’un

homme entre l’épaule et le coude sur la pointe d’une lancette, et

piquez-en les bras entre l’épaule et le coude jusqu’à ce que le sang

paraisse, le fluide se mêlant avec le sang, il en résultera la fièvre de la

petite vérole.

“La petite vérole produite par le fluide tiré du bouton du pis de

la vache, sera aussi bénigne que la maladie naturelle. Elle ne doit pas

occasioner d’alarmes, et n’exigera pas de traitement médical. Le ma-

lade suivra la diète qui lui conviendra; il pourra ètre inoculé une seule

fois ou deux, trois, quatre, cinq et six fois. Le bouton, pour ètre parfait,

doit ètre d’une bonne couleur, rempli d’un liquide clair et entouré d’un

cercle rouge; on ne doit pas craindre alors d’ètre attaqué de la petite

vérole pendant tout le reste de la vie.

4The Asiatic journal and monthly register for British and foreign India, China, and Australia (July 1819), 27f.
5Dictionaire des sciences médicales, edited by F. P. Chaumeton and F. V. Mérat de Vaumartoise, (Paris:

C. L. F. Panckoucke, 1812–1822), lvi (1821), 391f.
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“Quand l’inoculation a lieu par le fluide provenu du bouton du pis

d’une vache, quelques personnes ont une fièvre légère pendant deux

ou trois jours, et quelquefois il s’y joint un léger accès de frisson.

“La fièvre est aussi accompagnée de gonflemens ronds aux ais-

selles, et d’autres symptômes de la petite vérole, mais d’une nature

très-bénigne. Il n’y a aucun danger, et le tout disparaı̂t en trois jours.”

This is a direct, though unacknowledged, translation of Virumbon’s let-

ter to the Madras Courier. The mistakes of ‘Sancteya’ for ‘Sactéya’ and

‘d’Hauvantori’ for ‘Dhanwantari’ suggest that the report may be at se-

cond hand, although the first may be an an attraction to ‘sancta,’ sug-

gesting a Hindu holy book, and the second is a natural reaction of a

French speaker to a proper name beginning with the non-phonemic initial

/dh/.

The author of the Dictionaire article continued with two further items of interest

concerning Asiatic smallpox. The first concerned Nawaub Mirza Mehady Ali

Khan’s report of vaccination in Bengal before Jenner’s time, and the second related

a story about vaccination amongst the peasants of Persia.

A Brahmin from Oude and a Doctor of Bisnopore

The story told by Nawaub Mirza Mehady Ali Khan first appeared in the Asiatic

Annual Register of 1804, under the title, ‘Curious Discovery on the Antiquity of Vac-

cination in India’.6 In introducing the story, the editor of the journal stated that he

was presenting a ‘translation of a written memorandum from the Nawaub Mirza

Mehady Ali Khan,’ for the attention of those who had the ‘opportunity and ability’

to investigate the matter further. The Nawab, he claimed, had long been resident

at Benares. The editor, who took the memorandum at its face value as proof of

pre-Jennerian vaccination, was much exercised by the difficulty of reconciling what

he called the ‘modern degeneracy’ and ‘predjudices’ of the Indian character, with

their great scientific achievements in ancient times. Ironically, he attributed the

‘neglect’ with which he felt classical Indian learning was treated to the influence of

‘foreign sway’ in India: presumably he meant pre-British foreign sway. To be fair,

however, Macaulay’s Minute was still thirty years off, and in 1804 British opinion

still strongly favoured traditional learning in India. The full text of the Nawab’s

memorandum ran as follows:

6The Asiatic Annual Register, or, a view of the history of Hindustan, and of the politics, commerce and literature of

Asia, edited by Lawrence Dundas Campbell, (1804), 98f.
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Translation of a written Memorandum from

the Nawaub Mirza Mehady Ali Khan

During the period of my abode in the district of Benares, my eldest

son being taken ill of a bad kind of the small pox, and my friends

interesting themselves for my comfort and his relief, one of them,

named Slookum Chund, a Hindu, pointed out to me that there was

in the city of Benares, one Alep Choby, a Brahmin from Oude, whose

practice was chiefly confined to this malady. Him, therefore, I lost no

time in sending for to the town of Gahzeepoor, where I dwelt; and he

arrived on the ninth day of the eruption; on seeing which, he observed

that if the eruption had not taken place he would have endeavoured

to facilitate and render it easy; but that now it was too late. On asking

Choby what his process was, he said, “From the matter of the pustule

on the cow, I keep a thread drenched, which enables me, at pleasure,

to cause an easy eruption on any child; adoring, at the same time,

Bhowanny, (who is otherwise called Debee, Mata, and Seetla, and

who has the direction of this malady) as well in my own person as

by causing the father of the child to perform the like ceremonies;

after which, I run the drenched string into a needle, and, drawing it

through between the skin and flesh of the child’s upper arm, leave

it there, performing the same operation in both arms, which, always

ensures an easy eruption; on the first appearance of which the child’s

father or guardian renews his worship to Bhowanny; and as the

animal this goddess rides on, is an ass, it is customary for such parent

or guardian to fill his lap with grain, which an ass is sent to eat up –

which observances ensure the propitious direction of Bhowanny, so

that only a very few pustules make their appearance; nor does any

one die under this process!” Thus far did I learn from Alep Choby.

Upon referring on this subject to a native, well versed in the learning

and customs of the Hindus, he told me that the practice thus described

by Choby was not general among them; but confined to those who

were attached to the worship of Bhowanny and adored her with impli-

cit faith; and upon my asking the person, whether he was aware how

the matter of the pustule got from the cow, and whether all cows had

such pustules, or only those of a certain description? he answered, that

on these points he possessed no information; but had certainly unders-

tood that the cows had these pustules break out on them, and that from

the matter thereof children were infected; acknowledging, however,

that he spoke not this much from ocular knowledge, but from report.
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This report, appearing in 1804, predates the Madras Courier letter by fifteen years,

and seems to be independent of it. However, the evidence is suspicious because

the method of vaccination using a thread was that specifically used by the British.7

The mixture of genuine vaccination with the various practices associated with the

worship of the goddess strongly suggests a native inoculator who has been taught

the new practice of vaccination.

The above report may be related in some way to another report that was pu-

blished by Shoolbred the following year, since both reports emanated almost simul-

taneously from the Bengal Presidency:8

An old Bramin of Barrasset, very well learned, looked over several

Shanscrit books, but he could not find that the disorder called Gow

Bussunt, or cow small-pox, was capable of being communicated; nor

could he find that any of the Dhununturries ever considered it to have

been applicable to the prevention of small-pox.

The doctors and all old men of Bowannypore say, that they never

heard such a thing in their lives. Two of the doctors carefully looked

over the great medical book, called Neydan, but they could not find any

where, that it was ever considered by any of the Chickutchucks in former

times as capable of being communicated to the human subject.

A farmer, about fifty years old, residing in the district of Burdwan,

says, that about fifteen years ago all his cows and bullocks were affected

with this disorder, and they all died, except one of the cows who had

the disorder on the teats only; when a Doctor of Bisnopore, having

heard that all his cows and bullocks were dying by the gow bussunt, came

to his house, and after living three days at his house (until the disorder

on the teats was ripened) he took the peeb out of the gow bussunt on a

little bit of cotton, saying, that he would innoculate a child of a great

man with it, as it would not put him into the danger of the small-pox,

but a very strong fever for three days, and thereby he would be freed

from the danger of the small-pox while he would live.

As Shoolbred said, this report contained ‘something both for and against the proba-

bility of the vaccine disease being known in India.’ With characteristic scepticism,

7See, e.g., John Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation in Bengal, from the period of its

introduction in November, 1802, to the end of the year 1803: with an appendix submitted to the medical board at Fort

William, reprint of the Calcutta 1804 edition, (London: Blacks and Parry, 1805), 87.
8Schoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine, 59f.
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he added that, ‘It is more than probable . . . that the above account . . . was sug-

gested by the questions of the person who made the enquiry.’ However, both these

reports stand as puzzles in the history of vaccination, although it must be noted

that they both postdate the introduction of vaccine into India, and are probably,

for reasons outlined at the end of this essay, to be considered the products either

of conscious vaccination propaganda or of early rumours or reports of the new

method of vaccination.

Bruce on the Persian evidence

The second item of interest referred to by the Dictionaire, about vaccination among

the peasants of Persia, goes back to a letter from a W. Bruce, translated in Gay-

Lussac’s Annales de chimie et de physique, 9 earlier published in The Asiatic Journal for

June 1819, though written originally in March 1813.10 The Asiatic Journal version

was as follows:11

Cow-pox in Persia – similar Disease in Milch Sheep

Extract of a letter from W. Bruce, Esq. resident at Bushire,

to W. Erskine, Esq. of Bombay.

“When I was in Bombay, I mentioned to you that the cow-pox was well

known in Persia by the Eliaats, or wandering tribes. Since my return

here I have made very particular inquiries on this subject amongst se-

veral tribes who visit this place in the winter to sell the produce of their

flocks, such as carpets, rugs, butter, cheese, &c. Their flocks during

this time are spread over the low country to graze. Every Eliaat that I

have spoken to on this head, of at least six or seven different tribes, has

uniformly told me, that the people who are employed to milk the cat-

tle caught a disease, which, after having once had, they were perfectly

safe from the small-pox. That this disease was prevalent among the

cows, and showed itself particularly on the teats, but that it was more

prevalent among and more frequently caught from the sheep. Now

this is a circumstance that has never, I believe, before been known; and

of the truth of it I have not the smallest doubt, as the persons of whom

9Annales de chimie et de physique, edited by Joseph Gay-Lussac, Dominique François Jean Arago, et

al., (1819), 330–331.
10The Annales provide the date of the letter, noting that it was published in the Mémoires de la Société

de Bombay. This can hardly refer to the Asiatic Journal, and the letter must therefore have first appeared

in a Bombay publication, though it is not known which at present.
11Asiatic Journal (1819), 646f.
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I inquired could have no interest in telling me a falsehood; and it is

not likely that every one whom I spoke to should agree in deceiving,

for I have asked at least some forty or fifty persons. To be more sure

on the subject, I made more particular inquiries of a very respectable

farmer who lives about 14 miles from this, by name Malilla (whom

Mr. Babington knows very well), and who is under some obligations

to me; this man confirmed very thing that the Eliaats had told me,

and further said, that the disease was very common all over the coun-

try, and that his own sheep often had it. There may be one reason

for the Eliaats saying that they caught the infection oftener from the

sheep than the cow, which is, that most of the butter, ghee, cheese, etc.

is made from sheep’s milk, and that the black cattle yield very little,

being more used for draught than anything else.”

It is certainly not impossible that these shepherds could have evolved for themselves

a working method of vaccination. After all, the milkmaids of Gloucestershire had

done exactly this in the late eighteenth century, and it was an acquaintance with this

fact that had originally spurred Jenner to investigate the phenomenon. As Baron

described:12

He [the young Jenner] was pursuing his professional education in the

house of his master at Sodbury: a young country-woman came to seek

advice; the subject of small-pox was mentioned in her presence; she

immediately observed, “I cannot take that disease, for I have had cow-

pox.” This incident riveted the attention of Jenner. It was the first time

that the popular notion, which was not at all uncommon in the district,

had been brought home to him with force and influence.

However, it would have to be established reliably that the disease of cow-pox was

present naturally in Persia at the time in question, and perhaps even today.

French and Italian encyclopaedias

The French Dictionaire des sciences médicales, quoted above (p. 125), was the first of

a rash of Medical encyclopaedias published in France in the first half of the nine-

teenth century, which sought to reproduce in the field of medicine the success which

Diderot and the other Encyclopédistes had achieved in the previous century with

12John Baron, The life of Edward Jenner with illustrations of his doctrines, and selections from his correspondence

(London: H. Colburn, 1827), 121f.
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the controversial but highly successful Encyclopédie.13 In common with the practice

of all Encyclopédistes, the writers of later works copied a great deal of material from

their predecessors. In this way, Virumbon’s report about vaccination in ancient In-

dian texts was propagated through a whole series of works in French and Italian,

throughout the nineteenth century. Thus, from Husson’s article in the Dictionaire

des sciences médicales of 1821 it was natural that the report would also appear in the

fifteen volume abridgement of the Dictionaire which began to appear even before the

sixtieth and last volume of the Dictionaire itself was published. The Dictionaire abrégé

des sciences médicales noted that:14

. . . la vaccine était connue sous d’autres noms dans l’Inde, et dans

plusieurs contrées de l’Europe, notamment en Languedoc, lorsque

l’Anglais Edouard Jenner, d’immortelle mémoire, mis sur la voie par

une idée lumineuse du Français Rabaut-Pommier, fixa l’attention

de l’Europe sur la propriété antivariolique du cow-pox inoculé à

l’homme.

The Dictionnaire de médicine, published in twenty-one volumes between 1821 and

1828, also noted:15

Il paraı̂t, du reste, que l’inoculation de la vaccine était pratiquée dans

l’Inde dès la haute antiquité, comme le prouve un passage du Sancteya

grantham, ouvrage manuscrit, attribué à d’Hauvantori.

This Dictionnaire also reported Bruce’s letter from Bashir about vaccination in

Persia. This latter version of these reports reached an Italian readership when they

were translated into Italian in the Dizionario classico di medicina interna ed esterna, a fifty-

six volume encyclopaedia published between 1831 and 1846. The Italian version

read as follows:16

Sembra, per altro, che l’inoculazione della vaccina praticata fosse

nell’India sin dalla più remota antichità, siccome lo prova un passo

del Sancteya grantham, opera manoscritta, a d’Hauvantori attribuita.

13See, e.g., Robert Lewis Collison, Encyclopaedias: their history throughout the ages (New York: Hafner,

1964), passim.
14Dictionaire abrégé des sciences médicales . . . par une partie des collaborateurs ([Paris]: C. L. F. Panckoucke,

1821–1826), xv (1826), 377f.
15Dictionnaire de médicine, edited by Nicolas Philibert Adelon, (Paris: Bèchet, 1821–1828),

xxi (1828), 148.
16Dizionario classico di medicina interna ed esterna, translated from the French by M. G. Levi, (Venezia:

Giuseppe Antonelli, 1831–1846), xlvii (1839), 431f.
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Once again reference was also made to Bruce’s letter.

While the Dizionario classico was being published in Venice, the Encyclographie

des sciences médicales: Répertoire général de ces sciences au XIXe siècle was being published

in Brussels. This syncretistic combination of earlier French, English and German

encyclopaedias, produced in thirty-one volumes between 1841 and 1845, also re-

ported on the ancient Indian science of vaccination:17

Historique et origine de la vaccine. – Un passage du Sancteya Grantham, ou-

vrage sanscrit attribué à d’Hauvantori, prouve que l’inoculation de la

vaccine était pratiquée dans l’Inde à une époque déjà très-reculée.

The spelling of ‘Sancteya’ and ‘d’Hauvantori’ shows that all these passages go back

to Husson’s Dictionaire des sciences médicales article of 1821.

Moving into the second half of the nineteenth century, the Nouveau Dictionnaire

de médicine et de chirurgie pratiques, published in forty volumes between 1864 and 1886,

reproduced yet again the report concerning ancient Indian vaccination:18

D’après Husson, une description très-fidèle de l’opération de la vacci-

nation, qu’il a trouvée dans un vieil ouvrage sanscrit, le Sancteya Gran-

tham, attribué à D’Havantari, ferait remonter la connaissance de la vac-

cine à une époque beaucoup plus reculée. D’après les renseignements

des voyageurs, cette pratique n’était pas inconnue en Perse (Bruce) et

dans l’Amérique du Sud (Humboldt).

At least this time there is explicit mention of Husson, although the suggestion is

clearly that Husson himself discovered the Sanskrit passages in question.

Finally, one year after the above passage appeared, the Dictionnaire encyclopédique

des sciences médicales, published in Paris, repeated the story yet again:19

Certains modes opératoires employés déjà pour l’insertion du virus

vaccin paraissent renouvelés de pratiques usitées dans l’Inde, où,

d’après les descriptions précises du Sancteya Grantham, ouvrage sans-

crit attribué à d’Hauvantori, la vaccine était déjà connue à une époque

17Encyclographie des sciences médicales: Répertoire général de ces sciences au XIXe siècle (Bruxelles: Société

Encyclographique des sciences médicales, 1841–1845), xxx (1845), 184.
18Nouveau dictionnaire de médecine et de chirurgie pratiques, directeur de la rédaction: le docteur Jaccoud,

(Paris: J. B. Baillière et fils, 1864–1886), xxxviii (1885), 1.
19Dictionnaire encyclopédique des sciences médicales, edited by J. Raige-Delorme, A. Dechambre (1864–

1885) and L. Lereboullet (1886–1889), with L. Hahn, 100 vols (Paris: Asselin, Labé, Masson, 1864-

1889), fifth series (U–Z), ii (1886), 167.
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très-reculée. “Prenez le fluide du bouton du pis de la vache ou du bras

d’un homme entre l’épaule et le coude sur la pointe d’une lancette et

piquez’en les bras entre l’épaule et le coude jusqu’à ce que le sang pa-

raisse; le fluide se mêlant avec le sang, il en résultera la fièvre de la

petite vérole, etc.” (Husson, Dictionnaire [sic] des sciences médicales).

It had been pointed out by Baron in 1827 that the French, and in particular

Husson, were trying to undermine Jenner’s achievement by claiming French prece-

dence for the discovery.20 The repeated assertion of an ancient Indian knowledge

of vaccination in these encyclopaedic works would seem to be part of the same

general argument.

The early British medical historians:

Shoolbred and Baron

John Baron, whom we have already had reason to quote, wrote the earliest major

biography of Jenner.21 In it, he noticed the French citation of ‘Dhawantari’ (sic)

and the Sancteya Grantham,22 and referred it to its source in the Madras Courier

for 1819. He noted that as a description of the technique of vaccination it was

very deficient, and went so far as to claim that the description given by the Sanskrit

passages had,23

. . . the appearance of a delineation which had been made, not from

original observation, but from materials obviously acquired from other

sources and put together with studied ambiguity, the writer having

been more anxious to maintain the semblance of antiquity than to

convey precise information on a point of infinite importance.

Baron went on to point out that the discovery of vaccination was of greater impor-

tance to the ‘inhabitants of the East’ than to almost any other peoples in the world

and that it was inconceivable that vaccination could have been practised in India

without its knowledge being universally diffused. In spite of his scepticism on the

20Baron, Life of Edward Jenner, 543–555.
21See note 12 above.
22Baron, Life of Edward Jenner, 555. Baron also noted that, ‘The subject [i.e. ancient Indian vaccina-

tion] was mentioned many years ago in the Bibliotheque Britannique.’ If this is a reference to genuine

vaccination, then it is very important. Unfortunately, the copy of Bibliothèque Britannique deposited in

the British Library was destroyed in the war, and I have been unable to check the reference.
23Ibid., 556.
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subject, Baron took some pains to check further into the matter by consulting one

of the most eminent Orientalists of his day. From Sir John Malcolm, a leading poli-

tical figure in early nineteenth century British India, and a scholar and historian of

substance, Baron learned the following facts:24

On the introduction of vaccine inoculation into India it was found that

the practice was much opposed by the natives. In order to overcome

their prejudices the late Mr. Ellis, of Madras, who was well versed in

Sanskrit literature actually composed a short poem in that language

on the subject of vaccination. This poem was inscribed on old paper,

and said to have been found, that the impression of its antiquity might

assist the effect intended to be produced in the minds of the Brahmins

while tracing the preventive to their sacred cow.25

The late Dr. Anderson, of Madras, adopted the very same expe-

dient in order to deceive the Hindoos into a belief that vaccination

was an ancient practice of their own.

Baron noted that if smallpox had been known in India at the time it would have

been unnecessary for Ellis and Anderson to have composed these tracts, and added

that no one disputed the fact that smallpox inoculation was frequently practiced in

India before the introduction of vaccination, but that ‘there is no proof whatever

that they employed vaccination.’

Baron continued with a description of a similar attempt to prove the antiquity

of vaccination in India which took place in Bengal. Baron’s description was presu-

mably also passed to him from Sir John Malcolm, who in turn seems to have drawn

his observations at least partly from Shoolbred’s account, which was as follows:26

Mr. Gillman, surgeon to the 8th Regiment Native Infantry, stationed at

Bareilly, making enquiries on this subject, got possession of a Shanscrit

manuscript, which was said to contain an account of the inoculation

with matter originating in the cow, for the purpose of destroying the

susceptibility to small-pox. This manuscript Mr. Gillman sent down

24Ibid., 557.
25In the index to his Life of Edward Jenner, Baron gives Ellis the initials J. A. It is probable that this is

a mistake for Francis Whyte Ellis (d. 1819) who was a leading Sanskrit and Tamil scholar in Madras

at the time, and an active fellow member of the Literary Society of Madras, where Sir John Malcolm

attended his lectures (see the Asiatic Journal, vii (June 1819), 643a). On F. W. Ellis see Dictionary of

National Biography, edited by L. Stephen and S. Lee, 22 vols, (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1908–

1909), vi, 694a–694b: the details of this entry were debated in the Madras Mail of May and June,

1905 (see below, pp. 149ff.).
26Schoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation, 54ff.
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to Mr Munro at Calcutta, in April last, by whom it was submitted

to the perusal of a gentleman of distinguished eminence in Shanscrit

literature, who gives the following account and translation of it:

“The leaves sent by Mr. Gillman contain an extract from a work

entitled Sud’hasangraha, composed by a physician named Mahádéva, un-

der the patronage of Rájá Rájà sinha.27 This extract contains a chapter

on the Masúricá, (in Hindi called Masuria, or Masooŕıa,) which is, I be-

lieve, a sort of chiken-pox. Towards the end, the author seems to have

introduced other topics; and immediately after directing leeches to be

applied to bad sores, he proceeds thus:

“Taking the matter (pùya) of pimples (granthi,) which are naturally

produced on the udders of cows, carefully preserve it; and, before the

breaking out of the small-pox (sitala,) making, with a small instrument,

a small puncture, (like that made by a gnat,) in a child’s limb, introduce

into the blood as much of that matter, as is measured by the fourth

part to a Racti; thus the wise physician renders the child secure from

the breaking out of the small-pox.”

“If this passage,” says the translator, “has not been interpolated by

the Hindoo physician, who communicated it to Mr. Gillman, vaccina-

tion must have been known to the Hindus before Dr. Jenner discovered

it. Other copies of the same work should be sought and examined, to

determine whether the passage be genuine.”

Shoolbred expressed his doubts about the genuineness of the Sanskrit passage in

question, and then continued:28

Other copies of the book were therefore sought for, and luckily procu-

red . . . When the extract in question was collated with other copies of

the Sud’hasangraha procured in Bengal, nothing of the passage relating

to vaccination was to be found in the latter, and I accordingly obtai-

ned from Mr. Blaquière . . . the following statement of the impression

he received from the collation of the two manuscripts.

“I found the manuscript you sent me agreed nearly word for word

with a chapter of the Vanga Sena Chicitsa Meharnava,29 until the mention

of the vaccination. The conclusion I formed was, that the manuscript

27I.e., The Rājasim. hasudhāsaṅgraha of Mahādeva.
28Ibid., 55.
29I.e., the Cikitsāmahārn. ava of Vaṅgasena (fl. c.1050–1100).
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was thus far a copy of the said chapter, and all beyond it, on the subject

of vaccination, interpolation.”

The Vanga Sena Chicitsa Meharnava, mentioned above, is a chap-

ter of the Sud’hasangraha,30 expressly on the subject of medicine, in

which it may fairly be concluded the vaccine disease would have been

noticed, if at all. Mr. Foster and Mr. Bentley, two other gentlemen well

acquainted with the Hindoo literature, also collated the manuscripts,

with the same result as Mr. Blaquire [sic]; and I have their farther

authority for saying, that they have examined the two most ancient

and most esteemed Shanscrit books, composed professedly on the sub-

ject of Nosology, called the Needan and Churruck,31 without being

able to discover the slightest trace of a previous knowledge of the vac-

cine disease among the Hindoos, though they both treat largely of the

small-pox under the name of Bussunt and Sitala.

From the above respectable testimonies, it can scarcely, I think, be

doubted, that the extract forwarded by Mr. Gillman, is an impudent

forgery interpolated into a Shanscrit book, by one of those frauds so

commonly and so dextrously committed by the Hindoo literati, for the

purpose of supporting the claims of the Bramins to the prior possession

of all kinds of science.

Baron added, when describing this incident, that:32

This communication [i.e., the Gillman manuscript] was shown to

Mr. Colebrooke and Mr. Blaquiere, both eminent Sanscrit scholars,

and they both suspected that it was an interpolation. The first-named

gentleman further adds that the original work from which the extract

purports to have been taken, was not exhibited to anyone well versed

in Sanskrit. I believe I may further add that Mr. Colebrooke made in-

quiries whilst in India, which fully satisfied him that no original work of

the kind ever had existence. Sir John Malcolm has been kind enough

to ascertain that no such book is to be found in the library of the East

India Company.

The fact that Colebrooke could not find other copies of the Sudhāsaṅgraha is odd, in

view of the statement by Shoolbred quoted above (p. 135) that other copies of the

30This is a confusion: if anything, the reverse is true.
31I.e., The Mādhavanidāna and the Carakasam. hitā.
32Baron, Life of Edward Jenner, 559.
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work were ‘sought for and luckily procured.’ It would seem that Schoolbred misun-

derstood the fact that Blaquière and the other scholars involved were comparing

the Gillman manuscript not with copies of the Sudhāsaṅgraha, but with other well

known Sanskrit medical works, looking for parallel passages.

By an extraordinary piece of codicological luck, the Gillman manuscript has

survived, and is now in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.33 It consists

of a mere ten leaves, claiming to be just the chapter on smallpox taken from the

Rājasim. hasudhāsaṅgraha, and it came to the college as part of a collection of manus-

cripts originally belonging to John Bentley, who was mentioned above as one of

the Sanskrit authorities in Calcutta to whom the manuscript was shown. In 1869,

Theodor Aufrecht published a catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in Trinity, and

quoted the verses purporting to describe vaccination. They run as follow:34

usrāstanes.u sargen. a gram. thayaś ca bhavam. ti ye |
tes. ām. pūyam. samāgr.hya raks.an. ı̄yam. prayatnatah. | |
śı̄talāvikr. taih. pūrvam. prat̄ıke bālakasya tu |
vidhāya ks.udraśāstren. a maśakaks.atravatks.atam. | |
praveśayitvāsr. ji pūyayaiva raktaiś caturyām. śamitam. vipaścit |
bhis.aktamo nirbhayatah. mupaiti [sic] śiśau | . . .

The translation of this passage, as quoted by Schoolbred and reproduced above

(p. 135), is a fair rendition. Aufrecht noted that these verses of the Rājasim. hasudhā-

sam. graha were ‘open to the suspicion of modern authorship.’ Twenty-two years later,

in a major survey of all Sanskrit manuscripts then known to exist in catalogued

libraries worldwide, Aufrecht noted two further complete copies of the Rājasim. ha-

sudhāsaṅgraha, both in the Maharaja of Bikaner’s private library, the Anup Library,

in Rajasthan.35

Before finishing his excursus into the Indian reports concerning vaccination,

Baron made the following summation, kinder in its judgement of motives than

Shoolbred’s:36

33Trinity College MS R. 15. 86. The last leaf of the MS has, in a copperplate hand: ‘The Forgery

of the Hindus respecting the Cowpock-innoculation [sic].’
34Th. Aufrecht, A catalogue of Sanskrit manuscripts in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge (Cambridge:

Deighton, Bell, 1869), 25. The passage ends abruptly in mid verse, with marks of a lacuna.
35T. Aufrecht, Catalogus catalogorum, 3 vols, (Leipzig: German Oriental Society, 1891–1903), i, 502a.

These manuscripts are each about six hundred leaves long, and steps have been taken in an attempt

to obtain copies of these texts for a fresh comparison with the Gillman manuscript.
36Ibid., 559.
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From these statements it must be apparent, that the well meant devices

of those who attempted to propagate Vaccination in India, have lead to

the belief that the practice was known to the Hindoos in earlier times.

Whatever may be the truth about the Gillman manuscript, Sir John Malcolm’s

testimony and opinions concerning the composition of Sanskrit works on vaccina-

tion by Ellis and Anderson are not be taken lightly. As noted, Sir John knew Ellis

personally, and Dr James Anderson, formerly Physician General at Madras, was

very well known to all.37 If Sir John says that they composed such works, then it is

highly likely that they did so. This fact would not need to be stressed, were it not

for the heated debate which broke out on this issue in 1905 (see pp. 146ff. below).

To understand the motives of these men, in producing the vernacular vaccination

tracts, it is necessary to understand the resistance that faced the early vaccinators

in India.

The introduction of vaccination into India

Working from the journals of the day it is possible to piece together something of

the atmosphere of the time when smallpox vaccination was first introduced into

India, and some of the activities of men like Ellis and Anderson who recognised its

value and sought to spread vaccination by any means.

A short time after Jenner’s discovery of the value of cow-pox inoculation, work

began on carrying the cow-pox virus across the world, so that people everywhere

could benefit from the new technique.

The first attempt by Jenner to send the lifesaving cow-pox lymph to India failed:

at the end of 1799 he sent copies of his book together with a quantity of lymph

to India on the ship Queen. Unfortunately this vessel was burnt on the coast of

South America in 1800 and so never reached India.38 It was later realised that,

in any case, the lymph could not have retained its properties for the duration of a

sea voyage to India. Following a suggestion by Jenner, an attempt was next made

to form a human chain of cow-pox carriers. A number of people volunteered to

37A gentleman named Anderson was secretary of the Madras Literary Society at the time of Ellis’s

lectures, and presided over the meetings (Asiatic Journal (1819), 643a), but must have been different

from the Dr James Anderson to whom Malcolm probably refers, and who died in 1809 (Dictionary of

National Biography, i, 382a; Baron, Life of Edward Jenner, 423f.).
38See Thomas Christie, An account of the ravages committed in Ceylon by Small-pox, previously to the in-

troduction of vaccination; with a statement of the circumstances attending the introduction, progress, and success, of

vaccine inoculation in that island (Cheltenham: J. and S. Griffith, 1811), 17; British Medical Journal (May

1896), 1267a.
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be vaccinated one after another during a sea voyage from England to Ceylon via

Bombay. Records are not complete, but it seems that this attempt to transmit cow-

pox vaccine to India also failed. Vaccine finally reached India overland by way of

Vienna, Constantinople, and Baghdad. From Baghdad a vaccinated child was sent

to Basra and from that child’s arm various vaccinations were successful. Lymph

from these vaccinations was continued in weekly succession and towards May 1802

some of it was sent on board the ship Recovery to Bombay. There, on the 14th of June

1802, a Dr Scott produced successful cow-pox on the arm of a three year old child

called Anna Dusthall.39 The Asiatic Annual Register of 1803 reported the successful

introduction of cow-pox vaccine to India the previous year as follows:40

Cowpox

Aug. 7th [1802]. The introduction of the cow pox at Bombay may

now be considered as having been established. From the veneration in

which the animal is held by Hindus, it requires only an intimation that

such a blessing was within their reach, to ensure its earliest dissemi-

nation throughout this division or class of the inhabitants of Bombay;

and, to render it general, an official notification on the subject, in the

different country languages, would not, we apprehend, be unattended

with success. The nature and effects of the vaccine inoculation has, it

appears, been explained to a few Hindus and Parsees, who have ex-

pressed an anxiety to partake of its benefits.

From Anna Dusthall in Bombay, the precious cow-pox vaccine was sent to Poona,

Surat, Hyderabad, Ceylon and Madras. Attempts to transmit the vaccine to Ben-

gal failed until Dr James Anderson, Physician-General at Madras, vaccinated a

young boy of thirteen called John Cresswell on the 10th October 1802, and sent

him aboard the ship Hunter under Captain Anderson. During the voyage to Cal-

cutta the vaccine was kept alive through a human chain of children, and on the

17th November 1802 a fifteen year-old boy called Charles Norton arrived in Cal-

cutta with a genuine cow-pox pustule on each arm. Through him, vaccination was

established throughout Bengal.41

39See John Ring, A treatise on the cow-pox; containing the history of vaccine inoculation and an account of

the various publications which have appeared on that subject, in Great Britain, and other parts of the world, 2 vols

(London: Printed at the Philanthropic Reform . . . by J. Richardson: 1801, 1803), 1022; Thomas

Christie, An account of the ravages, 20–26; Sydney Price James, Smallpox and vaccination in British India

(Calcutta: Thacker, Spink & Co., 1909), 16f.
40Asiatic Annual Register (1803), 27a. The news was reported locally by the doctors responsible,

Dr Moir and Dr Scott, in the Bombay Courier of July 1802.
41Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation (1805), 1ff., 85–93; British Medical Journal
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Resistance to vaccination

There is contemporary evidence that in spite of the enthusiasm of the medical staff

of the Indian Medical Service, there was quite a lot of resistance to vaccination in

India when it was first introduced. From the start, it had been generally assumed

that because vaccine was essentially a product of the cow, it would be readily re-

ceived in a land where the cow was venerated. The passage quoted above from

the Asiatic Annual Register expressed this idea, and it was even believed by Jenner

himself.42 However, it seems that this was not the case, at least not universally.

Shoolbred emphasised how strongly the introduction of vaccination was opposed

in Bengal, even though the vaccinators were in many cases Brahmins.43 The fol-

lowing letter to Dr James Anderson, published in the Asiatic Annual Register gives an

idea of of the issues and feelings involved in publicising vaccination in the Madras

Presidency:44

Letter from a Bramin on Vaccine

Inoculation

To J. Anderson, P.G. Madras.

Honoured Sir,

I beg leave to observe, for the information of the natives of this

country, that I have perused the papers which you have published on

that wonderful, healthful, and immortal vaccine matter, discovered on

the nipples and udders of some cows in England, by that illustrious

physician, Dr. Jenner, whereby the loathesome, painful, and fatal small

pox has been prevented from seizing the many of our fellow creatures

in India, as well as in Europe.

I am an eye-witness, as well as many others, that numbers of chil-

dren here have been inoculated with vaccine matter, without any in-

jury or blemish whatsoever, excepting a small spot at the place where

the matter is applied, which is commonly on the arm. It is, therefore,

greatly to be wished that an intimate knowledge of this wonderful dis-

covery may be acquired by the natives of this country, so as to enable

(1896), 1267; James, Smallpox and vaccination, 18. The report in the Indian Medical Gazette (August

1802, 322) that vaccination was introduced to India through Madras is wrong, as is the report in the

British Medical Journal (June 1899, 1341a) that vaccine was introduced to Bombay in 1804.
42Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation (1805), 59; Medical and Physical Journal (July

1803), 93.
43Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation (1805), 58f.
44Asiatic Annual Register (1805), 76.
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them to preserve the lives of the rich and honourary, as well as those of

low casts.

On this account, it might be useful to remove a prejudice in the

minds of the people, arising from the term cow-pock, being literally

translated comary, in the advertisement which has been published in

our Tamil tongue, whereas there can be no doubt that it is a drop of

nectar from the exuberant udders of the cows in England, and no ways

similar to the humour discharged from the tongue and feet of diseased

cattle in this country.

I remain, with great respect, Honourable Sir,

Your obedient and very humble servant,

MOOPERAL STREENIVASACHARY [sic].

December 29, 1804.

Evidently someone had bungled the translation of publicity material into Tamil,

and had produced an advertisement for vaccination which generated revulsion ra-

ther than attraction to this particular product of the cow.

It also appears that the Brahmin inoculators, who had for over a century made

their living from smallpox inoculation, felt that their livelihood was under threat.45

In 1902, the centenary of vaccination in India, a long and interesting letter to

the editor appeared in the Indian Medical Gazette.46 It was written by W. G. King,

of whom more later, and in it he quoted from a memorial to the government by

Swamy Naick, the first Chief Native Vaccinator in the Madras Presidency, outli-

ning the many difficulties that Naick had faced as one of the earliest vaccinators in

Madras. Naick reported that had he encountered very serious hazards, ‘from the

natural prejudice, the inhabitants in general entertained, towards this beneficial

operation, together with their mistaken notions, and veneration for the small-pox.’

Naick continued,

. . . And further, the operation of the cow-pox being altogether novel

and an innovation, as well as totally unknown in this part of the world,

the principal inhabitants of Madras, and the neighbouring out-station

looked upon the undertaking with very suspicious notions, and appre-

hended that the English Government intended to introduce something

which would tend to prejudice their religion, and other Hindu systems

of worship.

45Asiatic Journal (1823), 352b.
46Indian Medical Gazette (1902), 413f.
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On one occasion, Naick was even attacked by an angry mob of Armenians, ‘who

were ignorant of the beneficial effects of cow-pox,’ and had his earring torn from

his ear and stolen! One of the facts which seems, on the other hand, to have

encouraged people to come forward for vaccination was that Lord Clive let his

garden be used as a vaccination station.

One of the most serious hindrances to the spread of vaccination in the early

years was a rumour which spread amongst the native population to the effect that

the purpose of vaccination was to put a ‘Government mark’ on the arms of every

child. When older, the male children with this mark would be sent as coolies to

other British colonies, or forcibly drafted into the army. Girls with the mark would

be forced into harems.47 Another version of the rumour was that the mark was part

of a census of the people with a view to imposing a new tax.48

The preparation of vernacular tracts

It was in order to overcome these obstacles that propaganda in favour of vaccination

was distributed. As early as November 1802, less than six months after vaccine was

first brought to India, John Fleming, first member of the Bengal Medical Board,

wrote to the Marquis Wellesley, then Governor General, suggesting that,49

To facilitate the general adoption of the practice of vaccination by the

Natives, . . . a notification should be published in the Persian, Hindevy

[sic], and Bengalese languages, and also in the Shanscrit, giving . . . a

succinct History of the discovery, in which the curious, and to the Hin-

doos, very interesting circumstance that this wonderful preventive was

originally procured from the body of the cow should be emphatically

remarked . . .

As we have already seen, the Asiatic Annual Register’s report on the first arrival of

vaccine in Bombay had suggested that ‘an official notification on the subject, in the

different country languages, would not . . . be unattended with success’.50

Later, in a letter from the famous Abbé Dubois – himself an energetic vaccina-

tor – to Dr James Anderson, written in April 1805, Dubois noted the ‘distrust and

other prejudices which have, till now, opposed its [i.e., vaccination’s] progress . . .

’.51 Dubois outlined a scheme for organising vaccinators, and went on,

47Madras Mail (11/5/1905), 4d.
48James, Smallpox and vaccination (1909), vii; Asiatic Journal (1826), 578.
49Reproduced in Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine, 88.
50See p. 139 above.
51Asiatic Annual Register (1809), Chronicle, p.1.
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At the same time, if the plan I have the honour to propose were adop-

ted, it would be necessary to have instructions circulated among inocu-

lators, by which they should be made acquainted with the nature and

several stages of the disease, and able to distinguish a genuine from

a spurious case – I take the liberty to inclose a translation in Tamul,

on the subject, extracted from Dr. Ring’s work on vaccination, which

may, perhaps, prove acceptable to you, since it contains the principles

laid down by the Jennerian Society, to know the several stages of the

disease, and to distinguish the genuine from the spurious cases. I got

them translated into the Canara language as well as Tamul, for the

usage of practitioners in Mysore, as well as in this country.

Dubois, Missionary

Kodivaily, near Satimungalum,

April 25, 1805

Anderson replied in May 1805 that:52

The translation of the vaccine symptoms into the Tamul and Canara

languages, I consider of the greatest importance, as it can never be

admitted that much good has been done, until the people are so inti-

mately acquainted with the genuine appearances, and peculiar nature

of the vaccine, as to apply to operators, or operate themselves sponta-

neously, and without any coercion or fee whatever, besides the desire

of avoiding a more loathsome disease . . . the publication of vaccine

symptoms in the native languages, promises the greatest utility, that

the people at large may learn to know the disease, which will naturally

give them, who are any ways intelligent, an interest in everything re-

garding it, and gradually lead them to observe the disappearance of

smallpox.

This passage from Anderson’s letter may be the source of Sir John Malcolm’s be-

lief that Anderson had composed a tract on vaccination, although Malcolm may

have had more personal knowledge. There is no evidence that Anderson, unlike

Ellis, was a scholar of Indian languages, although in his official capacity he would

have had to have known some native language(s). However, the letter to Anderson

from Mooperal Shreenivasachary cited above (p. 140) proves that Anderson had,

52Ibid., 3f.
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already by the end of 1804, published and circulated vaccination tracts in the Ta-

mil language. Anderson also received some pamphlets about vaccination, together

with a number of coloured drawings of cow-pox pustules, from Jenner himself, and

distributed them throughout India.53

At the end of his letter to Dubois, Anderson added the following tantalising

remark:

Accounts have just reached me, that a learned Bramin has discovered,

in an obsolete puranum, mythological stories of a disease similar to the

vaccine.

This probably refers to the mythological accounts of masūrika and śı̄talā such as had

been earlier collected by Baldeus (1684)54 or Sonnerat (1782).55 It does not imply

a knowledge of vaccination.

There is thus enough evidence from contemporary sources for us to be sure that

documents about vaccination were composed in several of the languages of India

and circulated widely.56 Unfortunately, most of these documents were probably

regarded as ephemera, and do not seem to have survived. However, there is a

tract of this type in Marathi which does survive in the India Office Library.57 It is a

translation, made in 1812, of a treatise by Dr Thomas Coates, who was Vaccination

Superintendent at Poona from 1807. The work is described as follows:58

53Christie, An account of the ravages, 17f.
54Philippus Baldaeus, A true and exact description of the most celebrated East-India coasts of Malabar and

Coromandel, as also of the isle of Ceylon . . . Taken partly from their own Vedam, or law-book, and authentick

manuscripts . . . , translated by Awnsham Churchill, (London: Printed for A. and J. Churchill, 1703).
55Pierre Sonnerat, Voyage aux Indes Orientales et a la Chine fait par ordre du roi, depuis 1774 jusqu’en 1781.

Dans lequel on traite des moeurs, de la religion, des sciences & des arts des Indiens, des Chinois, des Pégouins &

des Madégasses; suivi d’observations sur le cap de Bonne-Espérance, les isles de France & de Bourbon, les Maldives,

Ceylan, Malacca, les Philippines & les Moluques & de recherches sur l’histoire naturelle de ces pays (Paris: L’auteur,

1782). See also James Carrick Moore, The history of the small pox (London: Printed for Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1815), 26–31.
56Similarly, at least one tract on vaccination was translated into Chinese, published and distributed

from Canton by East India Company officials. See the letter from Sir George Thomas Staunton

(20/2/1806), one of the translators, published in Letters of Edward Jenner and other documents concerning

the early history of vaccination, edited by Genevieve Miller, (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Press, 1983), 124f. Staunton gives almost identical reasons for the preparation of the Chinese

tract to those given for the Indian situation: ‘It would [otherwise] have proved difficult to have so

quickly overcome the objections and scruples of the Chinese against every kind of innovation . . . ’.
57India Office MS Mar. A. 1.
58James Fuller Blumhardt, Sadashiv Govind Kanhere, Catalogue of the Marathi manuscripts in the India

Office Library (Oxford: Published for the India Office Library at the Clarendon Press, 1950), 10.
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The work is in sixty-one paragraphs (kalam), and comprises the follo-

wing subjects:–

1. The great mortality caused by smallpox and the loathsome na-

ture of the disease (1–12).

2. The discovery made by Dr Jenner in 1796, and the adoption of

vaccination in Europe (13–19).

3. Measures taken to procure vaccine matter in India, its dispatch

from Baghdad, and arrival at Bombay in June 1802, and the introduc-

tion of vaccination throughout India (20–23).

4. The introduction of vaccine from Bombay into Poona by

Dr Coates in September 1803, the vaccination by him of the Maha-

raja’s wife and of 17,056 persons in Poona and its outlying villages

up to April 14, 1812 (the date of this manuscript), in addition to about

13,000 persons previously vaccinated by him in the Province of Malwa,

making a total of over 30,000, not a single case having proved fatal,

and no one having contracted the disease after vaccination (24–33).

5. The method and treatment of vaccination (34–50).

6. The advantages of vaccination and answers to objections raised

against it (51–61). In conclusion Dr. Coates invites those who are desi-

rous of learning how to vaccinate to stay under his tuition for a month

or two.

Another work of this genre which survives, this time as a printed book, is Maclean’s

treatise, which was originally in Hindustani, but was translated into English, Tamil

and Malayalam.59 A later Hindı̄ work on smallpox which incorporates a descrip-

tion of Jenner’s vaccination is that of Jiyālālā.60

There can be no doubt that many such works, perhaps in pamphlet form, were

in circulation from the first half of the nineteenth century onwards. It would, the-

refore, be natural to infer that the 1819 report by Calvi Virumbon, and the manus-

cripts given to Gillman in Bengal, were based, perhaps mistakenly, perhaps not, on

such pamphlets.

But the Sanskrit text quoted by Virumbon can be found also in other reference

works in Sanskrit. To investigate this point we shall start from a heated debate on

59William Campbell Maclean, A treatise on the Small Pox and Vaccination . . . Translated from Hindoos-

tanee into English and Tamil by J. Shortt . . . Translated into Malayalim by Ramasawmy Rajoo (Trivandrum:

Travancore Sircar Press, 1864). Catalogued in Albertine Gaur, Catalogue of Malayalam books in the Bri-

tish Museum with an appendix listing the books in Brahui, Gondi, Kui, Malto, Oraon (Kurukh), Toda, and Tulu

(London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1971), 191a.
60Jiyālālā sāhab, Śı̄talāparihāra aparanāma ārogyāmr. tabindu (Bam. baı̄: Srı̄veṅkat.eśvara st.ı̄m yantrālaya,

sam. vat 1962 [1905]), 5ff.
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these matters that took place in 1899, and surfaced again the pages of the Madras

Mail and elsewhere in 1905.

Lord Ampthill and the King debate

Lieutenant-Colonel Walter Gaven King of the Madras Medical Service was a lea-

ding figure in Indian medical circles, though not always, apparently, an easy man

to get on with. He was made a Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire in

1899, and was distinguished for his services to the Madras Sanitary Department

and to vaccination. An important institute for preventive medicine in Madras was

subsequently named after him.

In April 1899, Surgeon-General Sir Charles Gordon wrote to the Madras Mail

asking for more details about a lecture on sanitation by King, on which the paper

had reported on the 18th of February. In the course of his talk, King had claimed

that, ‘the system of vaccination as a prevention against small-pox had been well un-

derstood by ancient Hindus’.61 Sir Charles was aware of Calvi Virumbon’s article

of 1819, but sought further information on the subject. This innocent enquiry ini-

tiated a lengthy debate that raised many subsidiary issues, and is an example of the

heights to which a sustained newspaper correspondence can rise, and the depths to

which it can fall.

King replied to Sir Charles’s query with a long article which appeared three

days later.62 In it he referred again to Virumbon’s article, but went further, and

drew attention to the Āyurvedavijñāna, compiled and published by Kaviraj Binod Lal

Sen. Page 481 of this distinguished Sanskrit dictionary of medicine, said King, had

exactly the same passage – in the Devanāgarı̄ script – as that quoted by Virum-

bon:63

masūrikāyā utpādanavidhih. :

dhenustanyamasūrikā narān. ām. ca masūrikā |
tajjalam. bāhumūlāc ca śastrāntena gr.hı̄tavān | |
bāhumūle ca śastrān. i raktotpattikarān. i ca |
tajjalam. raktamilitam. sphot.akajvarasam. bhavam | |
etat dhanvantarikr. taśākteyagranthah. śabdakalpadrumadhr.tah. |

61Madras Mail (25/4/1899), 4.
62Ibid., (28/4/1899), 4.
63Cited from Ayurveda Vijnanam or Hindu system of medicine, compiled by Kaviraj Binod Lall Sen,

second edition, (Calcutta, 1916), ch. 31, p. 196. The text of this quotation was kindly supplied by G.

J. Meulenbeld.
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King claimed that the Āyurvedavijñāna was published in 1750, and this appeared

to predate not only Virumbon, but Jenner’s discovery too. His article went on

publicly to ask Sanskrit scholars to aid him in establishing the Hindu precedence in

vaccination, a request he was to repeat more than once. He ended with a long and

interesting account of smallpox inoculation amongst the Brahmins of Orissa.

King appears not to have known, or not to have followed, the several scholars,

such as Christie, Baron, and Haas64 who had dismissed the claims of Virumbon.

Indeed, he seems throughout to have been disposed rather to believe the Hindu

precedence with vaccination.

At any rate, the matter seems to have been dropped until 1905, when the King

Institute of Preventive Medicine was formally opened on the 11th of March by

Lord Ampthill, Governor of Madras. Lord Ampthill, who had only the year be-

fore been acting Viceroy and Governor General of India during Lord Curzon’s

absence in England, made a speech at the opening, in which he praised the efforts

King had made to establish the Institute.65 Ampthill also claimed for the Hindus

the discovery, or at any rate an ancient knowledge, of vaccination. Apparently he

put the case rather strongly, referring to Jenner’s ‘rediscovery’ of vaccination, and

referring to papers written by King.66 Ampthill cited the Virumbon passage and

went on to say that King himself had discovered the ancient Sanskrit work in ques-

tion,67 presumably a reference to King’s discovery of the Virumbon passage in the

Āyurvedavijñāna.

This was reported in the British Medical Journal the following month. The editor

took Ampthill to task severely, citing Baron, Sir John Malcolm and all the other

sources we have discussed. The editor added, ‘On the question of Sanscrit scho-

larship at issue we are not competent to form any opinion,’ but referring to Baron,

noted that:68

The conclusion that the boon which Jenner gave to suffering mankind

had been known for many centuries to the Hindus would be irresistible

were it not for a fact which is evidently not known to Lord Ampthill,

nor it would seem to Colonel King. This is that there is good reason to

believe that the passages quoted in proof of the claim made on behalf

of the Hindus are simply what the higher critics call interpolations.

64E. Haas, ‘Ueber die Ursprünge der Indischen Medizin, mit besonderen Bezug auf Susruta,’

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen Gesellschaft, xxx (1876), 660f.
65British Medical Journal (April 1905), 806f.
66Ibid., (July 1905), 136a. It later came out that the ‘papers’ were the one King had published in

the Madras Mail in 1899.
67Ibid., (April 1905), 838f.
68Ibid., (April 1905), 839.
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The editor did not seem to be aware that King had come across an apparently

pre-Virumbon citation of the Sanskrit passage. And his style was severe enough to

amount to a strong personal attack on King, the more so as the article came at a

time when King was at the pinnacle of his career, having an Institute bearing his

name inaugurated. This attack was reported in the Madras Mail a month later.69

King responded immediately with a long, defensive letter to the Madras Mail, 70

and another of much the same substance to the British Medical Journal.71 He sought

to exonerate Lord Ampthill, saying that the latter had been speaking on the autho-

rity of King’s own published views. King went on to note that he had never claimed

to have been the discoverer of Virumbon’s passage, but that:72

. . . when this book [the Āyurvedavijñāna] was being read aloud for

plague references before me, although I do not understand Sanskrit I

had become so accustomed to the sound of the original quotation that

I myself called a halt in the reading, and was justified by finding that

the quotation as given in the Madras Courier had again been found

in a Sanskrit book.

King admitted that he had misunderstood the date of Āyurvedavijñāna: 1750 was

what he called a ‘Vikrama Sakha’ date. But this is still a confusion of two eras:

Vikrama, which would give a date of AD 1693, and Śaka, which would give AD

1828. However the Āyurvedavijñāna was not published until AD 1878, and the edition

to which King refers must be that of 1888.73 In fact, the passage quoted above

(p. 158) from the 1916 edition of the Āyurvedavijñāna ends with an explicit attribution

to the Śabdakalpadruma, a vast dictionary cum encyclopaedia in Sanskrit compiled

by Rādhākānta Deva. King noted that he had also, by 1905, found the Sanskrit

passage in the Śabdakalpadruma.74 There, the verse is indeed quoted, at the start of

the entry on masūrikā, in the following way:75

69Madras Mail (5/5/1905), 5.
70Ibid., (10/5/1905), 4.
71British Medical Journal (July 1905), 136.
72Madras Mail (10/5/1905), 4.
73The 1888 edition was the first fully in Sanskrit, and the first to have more than three hundred

pages. If King’s edition was dated 1810 Śaka and, instead of adding 78 to get AD 1888, he subtracted

57 in the belief that he was dealing with a Vikrama date, then he would have arrived at a date of 1753,

which was possibly the source of his original belief that he had located a pre-Virumbon version of the

text.
74Even the earliest, Bengali, edition of the Śabdakalpadruma was published in 1821, two years after

the Virumbon article.
75Rādhākānta Deva, Śabdakalpadrumah. , re-edited by Varadāprasāda Vasu and Haricaran. a Vasu,

5 vols, (Calcutta: Haricaran. a Vasu, at the Baptist Mission Press, 1886-1891), iii (1887), 649b.
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dhenustanyamasūrikā narān. āñ ca masūrikā |
tajjalam. bāhumūlāc ca śastrāntena gr.hı̄tavān | |
bāhumūle ca śastrān. i raktotpattikarān. i ca |
tajjalam. raktamilitam. sphot.akajvarasambhavam | |
iti dhanvantarikr. taśākteyagranthah. | |

Finally, King took strong objection to Baron’s suggestion that Ellis composed a

tract on vaccination and passed it off as ancient. To King this would have made

Ellis a ‘swindler’ which King was hot to deny. King brings up the fact that far from

perpetrating such deceits, Ellis was the scholar who had uncovered the falsity of

the so called ‘Ezour Vedam’ which was believed by Voltaire and, through him, the

King of France, to be a genuine Hindu work, whereas it was in fact composed (in

good faith) by the Jesuit Roberto di Nobili in 1620.76

Of more importance to the vaccination issue was the remark that King had

searched through thousands of pamphlets encouraging vaccination in the Vaccina-

tion Department archives, and could find no reference to the work by Ellis.77

To the version of King’s letter which had appeared in the British Medical Journal

was added a subsequent note by King that the edition of the Śabdakalpadruma in

which the Virumbon passage appeared was a revised one, published later than

Virumbon’s article. The editor of the British Medical Journal attempted to close the

debate gracefully, but still managed to insert a few stinging remarks which would

be sure to enrage King further: ‘We must frankly say that . . . Colonel King does

not seem to us to have cleared up the muddle’.78

At this point a new voice entered the debate, that of ‘a Hindu Correspondent.’

His first contribution appeared in the Madras Mail on the day after King’s.79 This

correspondent was also concerned to protect Ellis’s reputation. He outlined Ellis’s

distinguished career and added, ‘To a scholar of his reputation even a “pious fraud”

would have been utterly repugnant.’ The correspondent went on to describe the

allegations of fraud that had surrounded Whish’s work on the history of Indian

mathematics, when he published on the Tantrasaṅgraha and other works of the Ke-

rala school of mathematics. These allegations proved to be false: Whish had in

fact uncovered a school of medieval Indian mathematics so advanced that none of

his contemporaries could credit it.80 The same correspondent recorded that Abbé

76See, e.g., Ludo Rocher (ed.), Ezourvedam: a French veda of the eighteenth century (Amsterdam, Philadel-

phia: Benjamins, 1984).
77British Medical Journal (July 1905), 136b.
78Ibid., (July 1905), 137.
79Madras Mail (11/5/1905), 4.
80See David Edwin Pingree, Jyotih. śāstra: astral and mathematical literature (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,

1981), 65, f.n. 62, for literature on this school.
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Dubois ‘drew up several addresses in the Indian languages, and he set out upon

a tour to disseminate the vaccination system’,81 a fact interesting in itself, though

possibly based on the letter by Dubois cited earlier (p. 142). King’s critical rejoinder

two days later, claiming that the Śabdakalpadruma was completed in 1813, six years

before the Virumbon letter, fell flat.82 For, three days after that, the same ‘Hindu

correspondent’ returned to the pages of the Madras Mail with more information on

Ellis, whose life had come to a sudden and accidental end in 1819. Many points

were raised, with discreet scholarship, but perhaps the one most relevant to the

present enquiry was that after Ellis’s death his belongings and papers were auctio-

ned off, and a report current at the time held that ‘they served Mr. Peter’s cook

for months to kindle his fire and singe fowls!’ A few of Ellis’s research papers did

survive, however, and were collected by Sir Walter Elliot who, on his deathbed in

1887, offered them to Dr Pope, a Tamil scholar, but these are no longer traceable,

and no mention of their contents can be found. The Hindu correspondent finished

with some delightfully abstruse and learned remarks about the exact date of the

first edition of the Śabdakalpadruma.83

The ‘Hindu correspondent’ turned, three days later, to the only really worthw-

hile business: trying to locate a Śākteya grantha.84 He was not able to throw any light

on the subject.

The next day, a letter appeared in the Madras Mail from a certain R. P. Kar-

karia of Bombay, who was rightly concerned to defend the reputations of Baron,

Malcolm, Ellis and Anderson.85 Karkaria continued his article four days later with

an apparent switch of direction. Rather than defend those who may have perpe-

trated a pious fraud, Karkaria suggested that it might be the wrong Ellis who was

under discussion. He noticed that Baron’s index recorded J.A. Ellis, not F.W. Ellis,

and went on to show that there was another Ellis in Madras at the time who was

an out-and-out scoundrel. ‘Could this man . . . have been the unscrupulous scholar

we are in search of who fabricated the poem? At least he had the requisite moral

character to do such a deed’.86 The only trouble was that this bad Ellis was called

Charles John Robert, and there was no evidence that he knew Sanskrit. Karkaria

also remarked that such of Ellis’s papers as reached Dr Pope were deposited at the

Bodleian library.87

81Madras Mail (11/5/1905), 4.
82Ibid., (13/5/1905), 6.
83Ibid., (16/5/1905), 8.
84Ibid., (19/5/1905), 3.
85Ibid., (20/5/1905), 7.
86Ibid., (24/5/1905), 7.
87Enquiries show no trace of them there today.
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Another voice was raised in Ellis’s ‘defence’ a few days later. John Law, a sculp-

tor, wrote to the paper saying that, ‘there are the strongest a priori reasons for the

belief that such action [i.e., a pious fraud] would be repugnant to his instincts.’

Law’s proof was to quote Ellis’s gravestone, which was extremely laudatory.88

This finally drew another response from King. He entered into a minute exa-

mination of the phraseology of Baron’s passage about Ellis and Anderson, and

decided that Karkaria’s reason was ‘exceedingly at fault,’ that Malcolm was not the

source of these ideas, and that ‘Baron’s memory of Malcolm’s statements was se-

riously at fault’.89 The Madras Mail debate had degenerated into mudslinging, and

the ‘Hindu correspondent’ had the last shots two days later when he published the

last letter in the series.90 It added nothing of note, but managed to insult everyone

involved, except perhaps poor old Ellis.

But King had the last word, and where it mattered more: in the Indian Medical

Gazette. There he repeated the letters he had sent to the British Medical Journal, so

that his professional colleagues in Calcutta would know of his self-vindication.91

A closer look at Virumbon’s verses

Scores of catalogues of Sanskrit manuscripts have been published since the Vi-

rumbon article was published. With the benefit of modern research tools such as

Raghavan’s New Catalogus Catalogorum we are today in a much stronger position to

say whether such a text as the Śākteyagrantha by Dhanvantari ever existed.92

The first problem is that ‘Śākteyagrantha’ is not a title proper, but an adjectival

phrase. It simply means ‘a book on a śākta topic.’ And no work answering to

such a description appears in the New Catalogus Catalogorum as being attributed to

Dhanvantari.

Another fixed point in this welter of opinion concerns the verses themselves,

as quoted in their earliest form by Virumbon. They are not in proper Sanskrit,

as they stand, even allowing for the archaic transliteration. Sources such as the

Śabdakalpadruma and the Āyurvedavijñāna, which quote them in the Devanāgarı̄ script,

normalise them. So does Umeśachandra Gupta’s Vaidyakaśabdasindhu, which also

88Madras Mail (29/5/1905), 6.
89Ibid., (30/5/1905), 7.
90Ibid., (1/6/1905), 5.
91Indian Medical Gazette (June 1905), 234, 284.
92V. Raghavan, et al., New Catalogus Catalogorum: an alphabetical register of Sanskrit and allied works and

authors (Madras: University of Madras, 1949– ).
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quotes them.93

The first line of Virumbon’s passage as given in the original Madras Mail article

is as follows:

D,hénu stanya ma’súchi va Naránàn cha ma’súchicà.

The words ‘ma’súchi va’ can only be intended to be ‘masūrikā,’ and are in fact trans-

lated thus by Virumbon (‘the fluid of the pock [on the udder of a cow]’). Somehow

the letter ri has become chi, and ka has become va. The most obvious way this

could happen would be through a wrong reading of an unfamiliar script. There

is an Indian alphabet in which these particular combinations of letters are easily

confused, namely Bengali. The ra/ca confusion would be particularly easy in this

script. It is at least possible, then, that Virumbon – himself a Tamil, as evidenced by

his Tamil title Calvi ‘learned’ – was working from an original in the Bengali script.

One thing, at least is clear: the passage is not a copy of the text which was given to

Gillman.

Conclusion

Two facts may, in conclusion, be brought to the fore. First, as we have seen, upon

careful examination it turns out that all citations of these particular verses are later

than 1819. Therefore they are all almost certainly to be derived from Virumbon’s

article.

The second fact strikes a stronger blow against Virumbon’s claim itself, and

against all similar claims. There is good evidence – albeit negative – that the

cow-pox virus has never existed naturally in India. When vaccination first became

known, it was natural that physicians in India should try to find the lifesaving virus

in the local cattle. This would have obviated the great labour involved in bringing

the virus all the way from England. Several attempts were indeed made to find cow-

pox, and two distinguished doctors have left written reports that no such virus was

found in India. The first was Shoolbred, who devoted a whole chapter of his book

to the question. He describes how in July 1803 he put a series of queries about this

matter, addressed to medical men and the general public, into the Calcutta Gazette.

The query read as follows:94

93Umesachandra Gupta, Vaidyakaśabdasindhu or a comprehensive lexicon of Hindu Medical terms and names

of drugs . . . (Calcutta: Girisa-Vidyāratna press, 1895), 724b.
94Shoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation (1805), 50ff.
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Query 8. Have you any authentic information that the disease called

cow-pox, as characterised by Dr Jenner and other late writers, exists

among cows in any part of India? Or, that the practice of transfer-

ring the disease from the cow to the human subject, and subsequently

from human subject to human subject, for the purpose of preventing

the small-pox, was ever adopted in any part of the country, or, that

the fact, that a certain matter originating in the teats or udder of the

cow possessed such a power, was ever known by the Bramins, or any

other class of natives, previously to the promulgation of Dr Jenner’s

discovery?

Shoolbred continued:

Now, as the Calcutta Gazette is a paper which falls into the hands of

almost every European in the country, and as the queries were repea-

ted by several of the other weekly journals, it will be readily admitted,

I hope, that such an address to the public was the most likely way of

drawing forth any information that might be possessed by individuals

on so curious and interesting a subjects. The answers to my queries

were not so numerous as might have been expected. Several gentle-

men, however, did take the trouble to answer them at considerable

length; but I am sorry to say, that their communications are all com-

pletely destitute of any satisfactory proof of the existence of the vaccine

disease among cows in any part of India. Some of them do mention

an eruptive disease of cows, which the natives, in common with other

eruptive diseases, distinguish by the general name of gootee [i.e., gut. ı̄,

‘spot’], and which proves fatal to many of them. This is obviously not

the disease in question, which, though troublesome in a dairy, under

the idea of impurity, and from its infecting quality, is never known to

kill the cow. What would be the effect of inoculating the human sub-

ject with the product of a disease which kills the brute, it is impossible à

priori to say. The experiment, I think, is by no means desirable; though

I cannot help mentioning, that it had a very narrow escape of being

tried, about the time the real vaccine disease was first imported into

Bengal.

Shoolbred obviously tried hard to find evidence of autocthonic cow-pox, and found

none.

Another testimony to the same fact comes from the well-known and distingui-

shed doctor Whitelaw Ainslie, who published an important article on the history
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of smallpox, inoculation and vaccination in 1830.95 Ainslie also asserted that cow-

pox was not known in India, although he gave no evidence of the details of his

investigations into the matter.

The final piece of evidence on this point concerns the reasons for the establish-

ment of the King Institute of Preventive Medicine. This institute, as Lord Ampthill

made plain in his inaugural speech, was necessary precisely in order to make pos-

sible a constant, pure supply of cow-pox vaccine. As Lord Ampthill said, ‘bovine

lymph was exceedingly sensitive to the heat of the Indian climate’,96 and it was very

hard to transport. All the failed attempts to bring the original supply of vaccine to

India from 1799 to 1802 also testify to the same fact. So too does the testimony of

Shoolbred, who devoted another chapter to the difficulty of keeping cow-pox alive

in the hot, humid Indian climate.97 The cow-pox virus was very hard to main-

tain in India. This, above all, argues strongly for the fact that vaccination was not

known in India before Jenner.

After a survey of the facts and opinions of the case, a great deal has been clari-

fied, but it is not certain that we are any further forward historically. On balance, it

does seem likely that a ‘pious fraud’ was perpetrated at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century in Madras, Bengal, or both, and perhaps more than once, in order

to popularise vaccination. The tracts so produced were, of course, not literary

frauds in the normal sense, and were produced out of strong humanitarian feelings.

It is natural, if this was the case, that some such documents would be found subse-

quently, and taken for the genuine article. On the other hand, the document that

found its way to Gillman seems to have been more genuinely fraudulent in intent.

Nawaub Mirza Mehady Ali Khan’s evidence is again suspicious because of

the use of the thread, a common British method of vaccinating, and for the other

reasons given above that militate against the existence of cow-pox in India. Bruce’s

evidence from Persia, however, seems harder to explain away, and may have been

entirely genuine.

95W. Ainslie, ‘Observations respecting the small-pox and inoculation in Eastern countries, with

some account of the introduction of vaccination into India’, Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland (1830), 52–73.
96British Medical Journal (1905), 807a.
97Schoolbred, Report on the progress of vaccine inoculation, 28–32.



“A Pious Fraud”: 20 year update
My “Pious Fraud” essay was presented at a conference in 1985, and pub-
lished in the book Studies on Indian Medical History (1987, reprinted in
2001).

The article proposed that the source of the Sanskrit passage on cowpox
vaccination was probably an document written by someone between 1802
and 1820, in order to promote vaccination. Trustworthy evidence was cited
(2001, p. 134) showing that F. W. Ellis was known at the time to have done
exactly this. However, his actual documents were believed to have been
lost, burned by his cook after his death.

Prof. Thomas Trautmann has subsequently discovered an actual vacci-
nation tract that Ellis composed in Tamil with an English translation. The
tract is published in an appendix to Trautmann’s Languages and nations: the
Dravidian proof in colonial Madras (2006), as Appendix A: “The Legend of
the Cow-Pox” by F. W. Ellis, Esq. This can be read online (mostly) at Google
Books.

Trautmann’s discovery is a pleasing conirmation of the main argument
of my “Pious Fraud” essay. Several passages of the Ellis tract come very
close to the Sanskrit “Saktéya Grantham” text that appeared in the Madras
Courier in 1820. Ellis’s piece is cast as a discussion between Śakti and
Dhanvantari, and Kalvi Virumbon, who sent the Saktéya Grantham passage
to the Madras Courier, said that his passage was in a book by Dhanvan-
tari that was something to do with Śakti, which is what Saktéya Grantham
(śākteyagrantham) means.

But Trautmann says (Languages and Nations, p. 231):
Dominik Wujastyk published a piece (1988 [sic]) based on news-
paper reports about Ellis’s text, though he had not seen the En-
glish text published here and thought the original was in San-
skrit.

This is partly true, although I based my argument on much more evidence
than just that of Ellis. But Trautmann is mistaken on the point about the
Sanskrit. It is not that I thought the orginal was in Sanskrit, but that the
Madras Courier text is in Sanskrit, albeit somewhat garbled.

Ellis’s tract, discovered and published by Trautmann, is another brick
in the wall of the “Pious Fraud” argument. It makes it even more likely
that Ellis was the source of the Sanskrit passage published in the Madras
Courier, and suggests that “Kalvi Virumbon” may have been a pseudonym
for Ellis himself.

However, it would be even more satisfying if the actual Sanskrit verse
from the Madras Courier could be discovered verbatim, in Sanskrit or in an
exact translation in original English, Tamil or other language.

Dominik Wujastyk,
Vienna, 2011
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